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Abstract
Grouping methods are the most commonly used, as long as they can add criteria that show
similarity in behavior patterns related to character sets according to certain criteria. In this study,
we used a multivariate method to estimate the genetic similarity of sesame germplasm based
on morphology, agronomy and molecular descriptors. For the analysis, 36 sesame deposits in
the Embrapa genebank were used. Five plants (morphological variables) selected in the center
row after germination and about 60 days out of about 90 days (agronomic variables) were
evaluated. As shown in the results, molecular markers and morphological agronomic markers
can effectively estimate the variability between sesame germplasm, and can identify the most
similar markers (ABG 591, ABG 616, ABG 649, ABG 141, and ABG 688) and have the largest
differences (ABG 648 and ABG 200) genotypes.
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Introduction
The sesame (Sesamum indicum L.) is an
oleaginous species of ancient use (Zhang et al., 2010).
The seeds have high nutritional value, due to protein
quality and oil, and are also an important source of antioxidants compounds, like sesamol and sesamolina, both
with anti-hypertensive and anti-cancerous properties
(Wei et al., 2011).
The sesame plant is easy to handle and has wide
environmental adaptation; however, biotic and abiotic
stresses may affect the crop yield, depending on the
intensity and duration (Laurentin and Karlovsky, 2006).
Nowadays, the main challenge of agriculture is to
develop technologies to increase food production and
allow sustainability, especially under limited resources
of the environment (Ercan et al., 2004). Therefore, the
efficient exploitation of germplasm based on molecular
genetics and phenotyping generates important
information to the breeding programs and the
characterization of the species (Ali et al., 2007). The
studies of genetic divergence have been widely adopted
for accession classification, aiming to estimate the
similarity genetic degree so that it comes to help in the
choice of divergent parental in breeding program
(Maluszynski et al., 2001).
Several descriptors may be used for the
classification of germplasm (Sharma et al., 2009). The
morphologic and agronomic traits are the most adopted
due to the availability of valuation of variables that
contributes the phenotyping (Surapaneni et al., 2014).
Besides, several researchers have adopted the molecular
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markers by acting directly on the individual genome,
presenting the advantage of generating a stronger
classification. This efficiently helps in the genetic
discrimination of the accessions (Badri et al., 2014).
The analysis of database is based on unique and
multivariate models. The latter have offered large
contribution in the discrimination of the accessions and
indication of possible genitors, which may be used in
breeding programs. The literature provides several
methodologies to estimate the genetic diversity in
collections of germplasm, based on qualitative and
quantitative descriptors (Uncu et al., 2015). The
grouping methods are the most adopted as long as they
can join accessions based in some criteria that presents
similarity in the behavior pattern in relation to the
character set. In this work, we adopted multivariate
method to estimate genetic similarity in sesame
accessions, based in morphological, agronomic, and
molecular descriptors (Wei et al., 2017).
Results and Discussion
Morpho-Agronomic Featuring
The classification of accessions was proceeded
based on the morphologic evaluation of the sesame
collection, in which they grouped for each morphoagronomic descriptor (IPGRI and NBPGR, 2004). The
importance of this phenotype classification is that it
provides direct information to the breeder about the
potential of each descriptor for using in the selection
procedures, as well as the accessions that may be used
for further compound populations to be improved.
Considering the number of classes for each descriptor,
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the most contributive traits for accession classification
were: stem, leaf, and capsule hairiness; shape of leaf,
symmetry of leaf basis, angle of leaf on the main stem,
extrafloral nectary, color of corolla and seeds. The least
contributive were: growth habit, stem shape, and stem
and leaf color. The Table 1 contains a synthesis of
variance analysis of agronomic characters (PH, HIFF,
NFP, NFA, FS and MMS; see abbreviations list) of
evaluated sesame collection. We verified a meaningful
statistic difference among the accessions for all
characters, indicating that variability exists among the
materials. Therefore, they may be adopted for
characterizing collection material or as source of
diversity for genetic improvement of the species. The
accessions presented variation of 0.74 m (ABG 648) to
2.26 m (ABG 616) for plant height (PH), 12.0 cm (ABG
648) to 74.6 cm (ABG 668) for height of insertion of the

first fruit (HIFF). For number of fruits per leaf axils
(NFP), the average values of the accessions varied from
67 (ABG 608) to 322 (ABG 663), whereas for fruit size
(FS) the variation was 2 to 3.66 cm in (ABG 668) and
(ABG 649), respectively. For mass of 1000 seeds (MMS)
the 36 accessions from the collection presented values
ranging from 2.25 g (ABG 2135) to 4.25 g (ABG 648).
Despite of the observed meaningful difference to all
variables, Manivannan and Nadarajan and Arriel et al.
reported that NFP is one of the most contributive traits
for the selection of genotypes of this species. Among
the variables, we could remark MMS as differentiating
in the accessions, in which genotypes with bigger seeds
present bigger mass. The observed value on ABG 648
is similar to MMS of the BRS Anahi sesame cultivar,
recently launched by Embrapa Algodão, presenting an
MMS value of approximately 4.22 g.

Table 1:

Summary of the analysis of variance for the three agronomic characters of sesame evaluated in Patos, PB,
2015
Source
of
Mean square
variation
GL
PH
HIFF
NFP
NFA
FS
MMS
Blocks
4
0.03
0.18
11.55
0.54
0.07
0.00
Genotypes
35
0.89**
11.16**
35.38**
6.13**
0.51**
1.48**
Error
140
0.03
0.83
10.37
0.23
0.07
0.00
Mean
1.43
37.44
206.35
2.86
3.11
3.02
CV (%)
12.63
15.37
23.26
14.37
8.78
0.02
**
Meaningful for the test F (p<0.01). plant height (PH); height of insertion of the first fruit (HIFF); number of fruits
per plant (NFP); number of fruits per leaf axils (NFA); size of fruit (FS); mass of 1000 seeds (MMS).

Diversity Assessment Through Molecular Tools
Nine pairs of micro-satellite markers generated
profiles of polymorphic bands on the 36 sesame
accessions. The ten SSR loci revealed 22 alleles, the
number of alleles per locus varied from 1 to 3, with
average of 2, with amplified bands from 100 to 200 pb.
The oligonucleotides ZM_22, ZM_34 and ZM_45 were
the ones with most contributions to characterization of
accessions, for they presented three alleles each (Table
2). It is important to highlight that the markers SSR used
in the present work were already selected by Wei et al.
They used 40 SSR polymorphic markers for
characterization of 24 accessions of sesame and
obtained an average number of 6.55 alleles per loci, with
a variation from 4 to 18, much superior quantity than the
obtained in the present work. The frequency of alleles
in molecular markers, as amplified by SSRs, depends on
various factors such as the structure or composition of
the genome, statistic method for detecting SSR, as well
as the parameters for exploration of microsatellites.
Some researches on determination of genetic diversity
on sesame accessions have reported that SSR markers
have presented low polymorphism. This has probably
occurred due to the narrow genetic basis of the
evaluated materials on those studies. However, this low
polymorphism on sesame is also similar to other species
like wheat and peanut. Several works on genetic
variability in sesame have used different methodologies
of evaluation and generated different results, depending
on the type of marker, composition and size of

germplasm. For example, Badri et al., evaluated 16
sesame accessions (among cultivated and wild species)
and observed that, from 120 SSR markers, 92 were
polymorphic and the number of alleles per
microsatellite loci varied from 2 to 5, with average of
3.11 alleles. The size of the bands varied from 100 – 510
bp among the pairs of indicators. Dossa et al. used 33
SSRs in 96 accessions of sesame originated from
different countries of Africa and Asia, and obtained 4.15
alleles in average, with variation from 2 to 10 alleles per
loci from a total of 137 alleles. The content of
polymorphic information (PIC) for each marker
presented variation from 0.00 (ZM_21) to 0.53
(ZM_22), with average of 0.27 (Table 2), indicating that
there is heterogeneity of polymorphism among the used
markers. Such results are similar to the ones obtained by
Zhang et al. for evaluation of 32 SSR markers in 24
accessions of sesame, where the content of
polymorphism varied from 0.08 to 0.67. Dossa et al.
also obtained PIC values varying from 0.28 to 0.54 for
the determination of 96 accessions of sesame coming
from six African and Asian regions. The PIC was firstly
described by Boststein et al., expressing the quality of
the markers in genetic studies. This analysis takes the
total number of fragments detected for each loci into
consideration for an established marker and the
frequency of those alleles in the set of genotypes
investigated. In theory, the PIC values may vary from 0
to 1. In a zero PIC value, the marker has just one allele.
In a one PIC value, the marker could have an infinite
numbers of alleles. A PIC>0.7 value is considered
highly informative and presents existence of variability.
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Thus, SSR markers presenting this characteristic are the
most indicated for the study of genetic variability. In the
present study, the molecular markers present low PIC
values, even when there was polymorphism among the
investigated accessions (Table 2). Barbosa et al.
observed in the corn that the SSR markers presented
heterogeneous distribution for individual PIC values,
and that this has probably occurred due to low number
of polymorphic loci evaluated for those markers.
The expected heterozygosity (He), observed
heterozygosity (Ho) and endogamy coefficient (F)

values were 0.34, 0.12 and 0.62, respectively. This
indicates considerable level of endogamy among the
accessions, which is corroborated from the difference
among He and Ho values in most of loci, and may be
result of a high rate of self-pollination of this population
under study. This suggests that such accessions are not
very contributory to generate genetic variability in prebreeding works. This suggests crosses between more
divergent accessions to increase the probability of
increasing the percentage of variability in the
segregating population to be obtained.

Table 2:

Parameters of SSR oligonucleotides used and estimated in the sesame accessions. Campina Grande, PB,
2015
Primer
Nºof allele
He
Ho
F
PIC
ZM_10
2
0.42
0.00
1.0
0.33
ZM_11
2
0.47
0.22
0.53
0.36
ZM_13
2
0.19
0.00
1.00
0.17
ZM_20
2
0.47
0.00
1.00
0.36
ZM_21
1
0.00
0.00
1.00
0.00
ZM_22
3
0.60
0.44
0.26
0.53
ZM_34
3
0.50
0.11
0.78
0.39
ZM_40
2
0.02
0.02
-0.01
0.02
ZM_45
3
0.55
0.47
0.14
0.44
ZM_47
2
0.15
0.00
1.00
0.14
Média
0.34
0.12
0.62
0.27
He–Expected heterozygosity, Ho–observed heterozygosity, F-endogamy coefficient, PIC–content of polymorphism
information.

Analysis of Genetic Diversity by Multivariate
Techniques
From the sum of the matrixes of dissimilarities
from morphologic and agronomic descriptors, and the
band profile generated by SSR markers, a multivariate
analysis was performed, in which the dissimilarities
measures varied from 2.49 to 9.10, suggesting a narrow
genetic basis among the 36 accessions evaluated. The
most similar genotypes were ABG 177 and ABG 257,
and the most diverging ones were ABG 172 and ABG
648. By the grouping methods of optimization of
Tocher, and hierarchical UPGMA, it was possible to
find out the formations of different agglomerates.
Table 3:
Groups
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Grouping of the 36 accessions of sesame by Tocher’s optimization method, from the morphoagronomic
and molecular data. Campina Grande, PB, 2015
Genotypes
ABG-177, ABG-257, ABG-606, ABG-586, ABG-579, ABG-619, ABG-698, ABG-615, ABG-221,
ABG-591, ABG-688, ABG-141, ABG-G6, ABG-232, ABG-675, ABG-587, ABG-2135, ABG-649
ABG-536, ABG-666, ABG-608, ABG-235, ABG-172
ABG-668, ABG-663, ABG-673, ABG-G5
ABG-612, ABG-664
ABG-616, ABG-G3
ABG-648, ABG-200
ABG-511
ABG-687
ABG-G4

In group 4, the shape of stalks of the plants was
determinate, the habit of erect growth, lanceolate shape
green colored leaf, with smooth basal profile and entire
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Nine groups were formed by Tocher’s
optimization method (Table 3). The first grouping
consists of approximately 53% of the accessions, in
which the most frequent ones are precocious and plants
with erect growth habit, green leaf color, absence of
incision in the leaf. In the second group the genotypes
with sparse hairiness on the stalk, shape of the blade leaf
with entire margin and absence of global incision in the
leaf, extrafloral nectary of middle size, shape of wide
rectangular capsule was assembled. In group 3 there
were plants with undeterminate stalk shape, erect
growth habit, green leaf with mixed arrangement, angle
of the flower on stem = 90º, sparse hairiness of capsule
and multi-capsular arrangements.

margin, average extrafloral nectary, white with
shadowed pink color of the corolla of inside the flower,
wide rectangular capsule shape with sparse hairiness. In
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group 5, genotypes were found out with erect growth
habit, green leaves with sparse hairiness, mixed
arrangement and lanceolate shape, full leaf margin with
absence of global incision, rudimental extrafloral
nectary, capsule with wide rectangular shape. Group 6
kept the accessions ABG 648 and ABG 200 with
particular characteristics, as violet flower, lower plants,
with higher seed production.
The groups 7, 8, and 9 were formed by only one
accession each, being the most distant ones (Table 3).
By the Tocher’s agglomerative method of optimization,
one single individual was included into a determined
forming group, if its average distance related to this
group does not surpass certain established value. This
value is generally taken as the higher amplitude of the
set of the lower distance estimative, involving each of
the genotypes in agglomerates (Arriel, 2004). So, we
can confirm the ABG-511, ABG-687 and ABG-G4

accession divergence related to the others evaluated
genotypes.
The formation of the clusters by the UPGMA
method (Figure 1) was not similar to that of Tocher’s
analysis. In the hierarchical groupings, delimitation is
done in a subjective way, observing the points of high
level change of the dendrogram; thus, different patterns
of grouping can be adopted in function of the genetic
relation of the genotypes. After construction of the
dendrogram, a Cophenetic Correlation Coefficient of
0.71 was generated, which translates the degree of fit
between the data matrix of original dissimilarities and
the resultant matrix of the groupes for the dendrogram
formation, indicating the higher the coefficient value,
the lower is the distortion caused in the genotypes
grouping. Values over 0.70 provide an excellent
representation of distances in the formation of the
dendrograms.

Figure 1: Dendrogram obtained by the UPGMA hierarchical clustering method from the morpho-agronomic and
molecular descriptors, representing the thirty-six genotypes of S. indicum L. investigated.
The formation of seven groupings was observed
adopting a percentage of genetic divergence of about
63%. In group 1, the accessions were assembled with
particular characteristics as erect growth habit, green
main stem with sparse hairiness, stem squared shaped,
green colored leaf with lanceolate shape, full leaf
margin with absence of incision. Group 2 included the
accessions with development of determined stalk,
leaves with lanceolate shape and symmetry of smooth
foliar basis.
Group 3 encompassed plants with sparse leaf
hairiness, mixed leaf arrangement, with angle of leaves
on the main stem of 90º and rudimental extrafloral
nectary. Group 4 kept the most part of accessions (47%),
among them the CNPA G2 (ABG 698) cultivar, with
medium cycle and tolerance to angular spot and is part
of the work collection of Embrapa Algodão together

with ABG G5 and ABG G6 accessions. They belong to
exotic genotypes from Pakistan and Mexico,
respectively. We also see in group 3 the most premature
accessions (ABG 591 and ABG 649), with
characteristics like: undeterminate stalk shape,
arrangement of multi-capsular capsules, higher plants,
consequently, the height of insertion of the first fruit is
also bigger, in which the biggest NFP (ABG 663, with
322 fruits) and biggest FS (ABG 649, with 3.66 cm)
were obtained. The NFP is one of the components of
production that can determine higher productivity with
possibility to select superior genotypes, associated with
other agronomic characteristics important to the genetic
improvement program of the species.
In group 5, the genotypes have the green colored
main stems, with squared stem shape, green colored leaf,
lanceolate shaped leaf, full leaf margin, absence of
25
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incision on the leaf and sparse hairiness. Group 6 held
only one accession, showing most divergent nature from
the others. In group 7, the accessions presented an all
violet pigmented color on the flower, and the smallest
plants; however, with higher MMS values.
By comparing the formation of the groupings by
the hierarchical methods (UPGMA), and optimization
(Tocher), despite the formation and composition of the
different conglomerates, some accessions have kept
their position in function of the criteria that each method
imposes. In this context, the same identification of
accessions of higher similarity was observed, e.g. for
the ABG-177, ABG-257, ABG-606, ABG-586, ABG579 and ABG-619 accessions, and higher divergence
accessions, like ABG-511 and ABG-G4.
Another point that should be taken into
consideration in the composition of the agglomerates is
that, besides the pressure of selecting improvement
works with focus on genetic divergence, there is still the
geographic origination as synonym of dissimilarity. The
relation of geographic origination as indicator of genetic
diversity usually does not result in a greater genetic
distance. However, in both groupings (Tocher and
UPGMA) the presence of genotypes of different origins
in different groups can be observed. Dossa et al.
evaluated 96 sesame accessions, originated from 22
countries in six Asian and African regions, and reported
that 44.66% of genetic variability was due to diversity
among geographic regions and 55.34% inside regions.
However, Arriel et al., through RAPD markers, and
Bandilla et al. from agro-morphologic descriptors,
reported distribution patterns of genotypes in different
groups. However, they indicated that divergence was
not related to geographic differentiation. Moreover, the
markers that they used allowed identifying variability
among the accessions, placing them in function of the
methods of grouping adopted in the respective criteria.
Therefore, in the present work, the morphologic,
agronomic, and molecular markers were also
determiners in the differentiation of the 36 accessions
analyzed.
The results of the correlations among the matrices
of the three marker types (morphological, agronomic
and molecular) used in the evaluation of the accessions
are given in Table 4. A significant and high correlation
was observed between the agronomical and molecular
matrices, which will probably facilitate the
identification of phenotypically different individuals in
reference to the agronomic descriptors. It is emphasized
that, although most of the correlation indexes presented
values above the average, these were not significant. In
the evaluation of diversity determination of 12 sesame
accessions, Zhang et al. did not find any significance
among the phenotype ad molecular markers.
The non-significance of the correlations among the
evaluated markers has probably occurred due to
assignment of different values by each marker to
dissimilarities among the accessions. By the analysis,
correlations involving the morphological markers were
not significant. However, in the morphological
classification (descriptive analysis), we found that more
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than 3 classes occurred for the identification of the
accessions, reflecting variability inside the population
under study for this kind of marker. Vieira et al.
mentioned that such results should not be considered as
a limitation of different markers used to access the
genetic variability, but as an indication of
complementarity among them.
It is also emphasized that in application of
multivariate techniques to determinate the diversity of a
group of individuals, the basic aims are to reduce the
number of variables that explain the total available
variation and the consequent simplification in obtaining
distance among individuals that are being compared. In
this context, the information in an individual level is lost,
and the remainders are referred to the group average. So,
the morphologic descriptors used in the classification of
sesame accessions were capable to differentiate the
accessions and reflected phenotypic variability among
the accessions. Probably, what remained was the
information of the means of the groups, when analyzing
the three types of markers used together.
The different markers used in this work were
helpful to collaborate in the classification of sesame
accessions. The germplasm evaluated presented higher
variation through agronomical and molecular
descriptors and the correlation among them was
significant (Table 4). Furthermore, this germplasm
highlighted formation of grouping among the most
premature accessions (ABG 591 and ABG 649) and the
ones which have the higher number of capsules per
plant (ABG 616, ABG 221, and ABG 141) in the same
group by both agronomic and molecular evaluation. The
primers ZM_22 and ZM_45 generated greater
polymorphism and were able to identify the most
divergent accessions (ABG 648 and ABG 200). These
accessions were differentiated by the plants with lower
height and the highest MMS values as important
agronomic characteristics for selection of progenitors.
A positive and significant correlation between measures
of genetic variation of quantitative characteristics and
molecular markers has been verified in other studies and
even in different species such as Cagaiteira (Eugenia
dysenterica DC., Myrtaceae). In spite of lack of
significant correlation among morphologic descriptors
and the molecular markers in this study, it is emphasized
that the stem hairiness, leaf shape, foliar basis symmetry,
leaf incision, angle of the leaf on the main stem, leaf
hairiness, extrafloral nectary, color of the flower corolla,
capsule hairiness, and color of the seeds were
contributive to discrimination of sesame accessions,
because they presented more than one class. However,
taking into consideration the number of descriptors used,
the relative contribution of these ten descriptors for the
association was influenced by the multivariate analysis
criteria. In the genetic diversity studies using
multivariate analysis, where various features are
evaluated simultaneously, the use of this technique
allows to unify the information. In this way, each
genotype is represented by a single value related to its
analyzed characteristics.
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Table 4:

Correlation among pairs of matrices of dissimilarities with qualitative and quantitative data obtained from
evaluation of 36 sesame accessions. Campina Grande, PB, 2015
Correlation between matrices
Agronomic
Morphological
Molecular
Agronomic
0.54ns
0.82*
ns
Morphological
0.54
0.55ns
*
ns
Molecular
0.82
0.55
ns *
, : non-significant, significant to 5% of probability by t-test.
The data generated in this study will provide
support for the breeding program of sesame in order to
support the various segments. The molecular tools, such
as SSR markers may be used to identify accessions that
have better characteristics of agronomic interest,
widening possibilities of crossing for the obtainment of
segregating populations.
Materials and Methods
Genetic Resources and Experiment Conduction
The experiment was conducted in the
Experimental Field of Embrapa Algodão (Cotton), in
the city of Patos-PB (07º00'11'' S and 37º18'53'' W, 250
m). According to Köppen’s classification, the climate of
the region is semiarid Bsh, with a hot and dry season
from June to December, and another season with scarce
rain fall from January to May, with irregularly
distributed annual average of 700 mm. The soil of the
experimental area is classified as Chromic Luvisol. The
area of cultivation was previously corrected and
fertilized according to the recommendation suggested to
Table 5:
Nº
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

the crop, as 90 kg·ha-1 manoammonuim phosphate
(MAP) and 20 kg·ha-1 urea. After the final roughing, at
nearly 40 days, coverage of 90 kg·ha-1 of urea and 20
kg·ha-1 of potassium chloride was applied and at 60 days
a second coating was applied with 90 kg·ha-1 of urea and
15 kg·ha-1 of potassium chloride. The crop management
was performed according to Arriel et al. During the
conduction of experiment (from March to June, 2015),
the average temperature records varied from 22.2ºC to
34.3ºC and the relative humidity of 61%. The total
rainfall registered in the growing period was 214 mm
(AESA, 2015).
Thirty-six sesame accessions belong to the
Embrapa’s Germplasm Bank were used for the analysis
(Table 5). The experimental unit consisted of three rows
of 3 m in length, spacing of 1.0 × 0.2 m and one plant
per plot, after roughing. The experimental design
adopted was randomized block with five repetitions.
The harvesting, batting, sifting, and ventilation were
performed manually. The evaluations were done at
approximately 60 days in five plants selected in the
central row (morphological variables) and 90 days
(agronomic variables) after germination.

Identification of sesame accessions used for genetic similarity study. Campina Grande, PB, 2015
Identification Nº
Identification
Nº
Identification
Nº
Identification
ABG 172
10
ABG 221
19
ABG 235
28
ABG 666
ABG 586
11
ABG 177
20
ABG 511
29
ABG 608
ABG 591
12
ABG 257
21
ABG G4
30
ABG 141
ABG 615
13
ABG 579
22
ABG 232
31
ABG 663
ABG 616
14
ABG 698
23
ABG 2135
32
ABG G3
ABG 612
15
ABG 649
24
ABG G6
33
ABG 688
ABG 648
16
ABG 664
25
ABG 536
34
ABG 606
ABG 200
17
ABG 668
26
ABG G5
35
ABG 687
ABG 619
18
ABG 587
27
ABG 673
36
ABG 675

Morphologic and Agronomic Descriptors
The phenotyping of the accessions was performed
using morphological, agronomic and molecular
descriptors. Morphologic descriptors were adapted
based on IPGRI and NBPGR (2004): stem development,
growth pattern, stem shape, stem color, stem hairiness,
leaf arrangement, leaf shape, leaf basis symmetry, leaf
margin, leaf incision, leaf angle of main stem, hairiness
of leaf, color of leaf, extra-floral nectar, corolla color,
flower pigment, color of the flower lobules, capsule
arrangement, capsule shape, hairiness of capsule, and
color of the seeds. Besides these, other two descriptors
were analyzed: absence and presence of honeycombing
(present in all flowers) and opening of the capsule to
maturation (all accessions presented characteristics of
dehiscence fruits, meaning that fruits were opened

asynchronously during the plant ripening, providing
possible loss of seeds, even due to the wind action).
However, these were irrelevant because they did not
show divergence among the accessions; therefore, they
were not included in the statistical evaluations.
The agronomic descriptors adopted were: plant
height (PH), height for insertion of the of the first fruit
(HIFF), number of fruits per plant (NFP), number of
fruits per leaf axils (NFA), size of the fruit (SF), and
mass of 1000 seeds (MMS).
Molecular Analysis
For a better featuring of molecular characterization
of the samples, Simple Sequence Repeats (SSRs) like
marker were adopted, previously isolated for sesame,
and used in PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)
experiments. The genomic DNA of sesame seeds was
27
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extracted following the method of McDonald et al. The
reactions of PCR were made by the use of 10 μg
genomic DNA; reaction buffer (1X); MgCl2 (2.5
mmol·L-1); dNTPs (0.25 μmol·L-1), primers sense and
anti-sense (5 mmol·L-1) (Table 6); and Taq DNA
polymerase (2.5 U). the reactions were conducted in
thermo-cycler (Amplitherm Thermal Cyclers) with the

following program: 94ºC/4 min, 35 cycles of 94ºC/40 s,
55ºC/40 s and 72ºC/1 min, finally 72ºC/10 min. The
products of the reactions were colored with SYBR ®
Gold (Invitrogen) and separated in electrophoresis in
agarose gel (3.5%). The band pattern was photo
documented (Imaging System, model El Logic 200).

Table 6: List of primers SSRs with respective names and sequences of nitrogen basis
Primers
Sequence (5’→3’)
ZM_10
Sense
ATGCCCATCTCCATATACTCT
Antisense
AATTCTTGCCTGACTCTACG
ZM_11
Sense
GGATTCTCTAGACATGGCTTT
Antisense
AACGCAGAATTCTCTCCTACT
ZM_13
Sense
GCAGAAGGCAATAAAGTCAT
Antisense
GCGTCAGAAGAAAAATACTGG
ZM_20
Sense
GGGATGTTGATAGAGATGTTG
Antisense
TCTTTCACTCTCACACACACA
ZM_21
Sense
CTCTCTCTCTCTGCTGTTTCA
Antisense
GCCATACGATCTCAAAATCAC
ZM_22
Sense
ACCACCGATCTACTCACTTTT
Antisense
CCACTGCACACTACAGTTTTT
ZM_34
Sense
AAGTCCCTTTTCAAGCAATC
Antisense
GAGAGAGGAAAATGCAGAGAG
ZM_40
Sense
CGAAAAGGGAGTTACAGTTAAG
Antisense
CTTCCTCTCCTATCATCCTGT
ZM_45
Sense
GCAAAATCTCTGTTGTCTCAG
Antisense
GCAAAATCTCTGTTGTCTCAG
ZM_47
Sense
GTTTCCAGGTCTATTCCTTTG
Antisense
AGGTAGAGCTAATCCTTACCG

Statistical Analysis
The proceeding of multi-categorical analysis with
all agronomic and morphological database were applied
to the subsequent grouping analysis. For the molecular
markers, the descriptive statistic was made for the
following parameters: effective and total number of
alleles per loci, endogamy coefficients (F), expected
heterozygosis (He), and observed (Ho) and information
content of polymorphism (PIC). The analysis involving
all markers was made through sum and correlation
among the matrixes of dissimilarities with qualitative
data (molecular and morphologic), and quantitative
(agronomic) and value significance obtained by the ttests and Mantel. For the grouping analysis, two
methods were adopted: Optimization of Tocher and
UPGMA. All statistical procedures were performed
using the GENES program, 2015.5.0 version.
Conclusion
The molecular and morpho-agronomic markers
were effective to estimate the variability among the
sesame accessions and allowed to identify the most
similar (ABG 591, ABG 616, ABG 649, ABG 141 and
ABG 688) and the most divergent (ABG 648 and ABG
200) genotypes. Moreover, it was possible to identify
the genotypes with important agronomic characteristics
for the genetic improvement of the species such as: most
premature accessions ABG 591 and ABG 649, the latter
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with longer fruits; and the ABG 648 and ABG 663
accessions, with higher NFP and higher MMS,
respectively.
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